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Abstract: Some forensic in situ investigations, such as those needed in transportation (for aviation, 11 
maritime, road, or rail accidents) or for parts working under harsh conditions (e.g., pipes or 12 
turbines) would benefit from a method/technique allowing to distinguish ductile from brittle 13 
fractures of metals - as material defects are one of the potential causes of different incidents. 14 
Nowadays, the gold standard in material studies is represented by scanning electron microscopy 15 
(SEM). However, SEM instruments are large, expensive, far time-consuming, and lab-based; hence 16 
in situ measurements are impossible. To tackle these issues, we propose as an alternative, lower cost, 17 
sufficiently high resolution technique, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) to perform fracture 18 
analysis by obtaining the topography of metallic surfaces. Several metals have been considered in 19 
this study: low soft carbon steels, a lamellar graphite cast iron, an antifriction alloy, a high quality 20 
rolled steel, a stainless steel, and a ductile cast iron. An in-house developed Swept Source (SS) OCT 21 
system, Master-Slave (MS) enhanced is used, and height profiles of the samples‒や surfaces were 22 
generated. Two configurations were used: a first one, where the dimension of the voxel was 1000 23 
ょm3 and a second one of 160 ょm3 - with a 10 ょmやandやaやｴやょm transversal resolution, respectively. 24 
These height profiles allowed for concluding that the carbon steel samples were subjected to ductile 25 
fracture, while the cast iron and antifriction alloy samples were subjected to brittle fracture. The 26 
validation of OCT images has been made with SEM images obtained with a 4 nm resolution. 27 
Although the OCT images are of much lower resolution than the SEM ones, we demonstrate that 28 
they are sufficiently good to obtain clear images of the grains of the metallic materials and thus to 29 
distinguish between ductile and brittle fractures む especially with the higher resolution MS/SS-OCT 30 
system. The investigation is finally extended to the most useful case of fatigue fracture of metals, and 31 
we demonstrate that OCT is able to replace SEM for such investigations as well.  32 

Keywords: Metallic materials, fracture, ductile, brittle, fatigue, Optical Coherence Tomography 33 
(OCT), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), surface topography, forensic investigations. 34 

 35 

1. Introduction 36 

The structure of metals can be analyzed using a variety of methods and systems. Structural 37 

images are thus obtained using magnifying lens, optical microscopes (ordinary or working at high 38 
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temperatures), scanning electron microscopes (SEM), transmission or reflection electron 39 

microscopes, field ion or atomic force microscopes [1-3].  40 

A specific topic regarding such investigations refers to metallic material fractures. They can be 41 

classified according to their deformation at failure (i.e., ductile or brittle), to the crystallographic 42 

manner in which the fracture occurs (i.e., sliding or cleavage), and to the form/appearance of fracture 43 

(i.e., fiber or fiery) [4-10]. Ductile fractures generate less serious problems than brittle fractures under 44 

operating conditions; it is therefore important to distinguish between both of them and, in the case of 45 

forensic investigations, to determine which type of fracture has been produced, in order to realize 46 

and certify whether the quality of the metallic materials is responsible for a certain incident or not. 47 

Fatigue fractures [11-14], which occur when metallic materials are subject to variable loads at high 48 

amplitudes, are responsible for around 90% of metallic fractures; their specific areas (which are also 49 

investigated in this study) are a combination of ductile and brittle fractures. 50 

SEM is the gold standard for such investigations [1, 2]. In order to distinguish between ductile 51 

and brittle fractures [17], we proposed an alternative method, Optical Coherence Tomography 52 

(OCT) [15, 16], for the profilometry of metallic surfaces. The effort to replace SEM with OCT is 53 

justified by the issues that SEM has, for example in forensic investigations (e.g., for the causes that 54 

generate pipe ruptures, structural failures of metallic bridges and buildings, damages of machinery 55 

parts, as well as railroad, automotive, train, or plane accidents). Thus, SEM is a lab-based method, 56 

therefore samples have to be selected, and only small portions of the metallic parts involved in an 57 

incident can be cut and taken to the lab. In contrast, OCT instruments can be made mobile [18], 58 

therefore they can be used for in situ investigations. They can also be equipped with handheld 59 

scanning probes [18-22], to investigate different regions of interest as for example around large 60 

metallic parts. Also, when compared to SEM, OCT systems have a lower cost (at least with an order 61 

of magnitude), and do not require highly-trained operators. 62 

The only drawback of the OCT instruments compared to SEM is their lower resolutions: for the 63 

former, resolutions are in the micrometer scale, while for the later in the nanometer scale - with three 64 

orders of magnitude between them. The aim of this study is therefore to assess whether OCT has the 65 

potential to successfully replace SEM in such investigations. We have to point out in this respect 66 

that, to our knowledge, our previous, preliminary study has been the first one to demonstrate that 67 

such a replacement is possible [17].  68 

The novelty of the present work is given by two aspects.  69 

I. First, from the point of view of the investigated samples, whilst in [17] only ductile and 70 

brittle fractures were considered (with only three examples), in the present study we 71 

investigate a wider range of materials that can be subject of ductile and brittle, but also of 72 

fatigue fractures. As it is well-known, the latter are those that occur most often in 73 

applications like those む of forensic type む pointed out above. 74 

II. Second, from the point of view of the instruments utilized, in order to be able to tackle with 75 

imaging fractures, an in-house developed Master-Slave (MS) powered Swept Source (SS) 76 

OCT system was employed. In a first configuration, the OCT instrument was capable to 77 

produce images with transversal resolutions similar to the one reported in [17], of around 10 78 

ょm (voxel size 103 ょm3). In addition, here we also use an (MS)/SS-OCT instrument [23], 79 

capable of producing images with a superior transversal resolution╇やofやｴやょm (and an axial 80 
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resolutionやofやｱｰやょm, therefore a voxel size of ｴやxやｴやxやｱｰや└やｱｶｰやょm3). The instrument is also 81 

capable to produce volumetric reconstructions of the surface topography by using not 82 

cross-sections, as it is the case for conventional SS-OCT instruments, but en-face 83 

images/slices which can also be used to assess fractures by scanning surface grains (in 84 

conjunction with the cross-sections made through samples). A SEM system with a 4 nm 85 

resolution is used to validate all OCT findings. 86 

From a more general point of view of the investigations performed, while OCT is mostly applied 87 

in investigations of non-reflective samples - for which one is capable to make use of its major 88 

capability (i.e., to image beneath the surface of such samples) - in the present study reflective 89 

samples are considered, for which (only) the topography of samples is assessed. Thus, OCT has been 90 

initially developed for ophthalmology [1], and it is usually focused on biomedical applications, 91 

including in skin, dentistry, or endoscopy [24]. For non-medical applications, OCT has been used 92 

especially for in-depth investigations of non-metallic (i.e., non-reflective) samples, in 93 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) of plastics and composites [25, 26], electronic materials [27, 28], 94 

dental materials [21, 29, 30], glass [31, 32], or even art works like paintings [33] - to determine their 95 

internal structure, matrices and reinforcement, superficial stress, layer thickness, defects occurring 96 

inside layers. 97 

In comparison, much less effort was taken so far on investigations of reflective (i.e., metallic) 98 

surfaces, although there are for example analyses of surfaces resulting from various processing 99 

techniques [34, 35]. Yet, this capability of OCT to generate topographic, reconstructions of a sample 100 

surface allows for obtaining its height profile, while optical microscopy or SEM cannot achieve this; 101 

this is essential for assessing the fracture type and its characteristics. 102 

In the present paper, the materials investigated are presented, as well as the OCT and SEM 103 

systems utilized. The results of the assessments performed are shown for three possible types of 104 

fractures: ductile, brittle, and fatigue む with a discussion on validations of OCT images by using 105 

SEM. Finally, we conclude the study and point out directions of future work. 106 

2. Materials and Methods 107 

2.1. Materials 108 

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the OCT method for fracture analysis, several types 109 

of materials have been chosen: the first one is typically subjected to ductile fracture (i.e., OLC 37 and 110 

44); the second one is typically subjected to brittle fracture (i.e., EN-GJL-250, Sn-Sb-Cu, and OLC 45); 111 

the third one, a T10NiCr180 stainless steel was subjected to variable loads and high amplitudes in 112 

order to explore fatigue fractures. Microstructures of these metallic materials, presented in Table 1, 113 

have been analyzed after fracture.  114 

For ductile fractures, samples with diameters of 10 mm (according to ISO 6892-1/2009) are 115 

considered, and for brittle fractures, samples with a section area of 10 x 10 mm, with a V-shape notch 116 

(according to ISO 148-1/2016 and ISO 14556/2015). For fatigue fractures, according to ISO 1099/2006, 117 

strip-shaped samples with a section area of 15 x 5 mm have been considered, with the testing 118 

conditions pointed out in Section 2.2.  119 

 120 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the different materials subjected to fracture tests. 121 

Material Symbol Chemical composition Microstructure Applications 

(examples) 

Low 

carbon 

steel 

OL 37 

OL 44  

C content ranging from 

0.20 to 0.22%, Mn 

0.85%, S 0.04%, P 0.05%, 

and Fe for the rest 

Grains of ferrite and 

max. 25% perlite 

Welded metallic 

parts; protection of 

wire meshes 

Lamellar 

graphite 

cast iron 

EN-GJL-250 

(SREN 

1561) 

C 3.2%, Si 1.7%, P 0.3%, 

S 0.12%, and Fe for the 

rest 

Ferrite,  pearlite, 

phosphorous 

eutectic, and graphite 

grains 

Castings with an 

average fracture 

strength 

Antifriction 

alloy 

Sn-Sb-Cu Sb 12%, Cu 4%, Cd 1%, 

and Sn for the rest 

A soft core of a Sn 

solid solution, with 

small amounts of 

dissolved Cu and Sb 

& with a hard phase 

of SnSb and Cu3Sn 

Internal 

combustion 

engine bearings 

High 

quality 

rolled steel 

OLC 45 

(STAS 

880-88) 

C 0.45%, Mn 0.7%, S 

0.03%, P 0.04%, and the 

rest Fe 

Ferrite and pearlite 

grains 

Heat treated 

castings (with high 

rupture strength & 

average breaking 

tenacity), turbine 

blades, crown 

gears, crankshafts 

Stainless 

steel 

T10NiCr180 

(STAS 

10718-88) 

C 0.007%, Si 0.78%, Mn 

1.87%, Cu 1.72%, Ni 

3.82%, Cr 18.11%, Mo 

0.15%, Ti 0.13% 

100% austenitic 

microstructure 

Parts resistant to 

high temperatures 

(including for 

automotive and 

aerospace) 

Ductile cast 

iron 

FGN 400-18 

LT 

C 3.43%, Si 2.30%, Mn 

0.12%, S 0.09%, P 

0.014% 

95% basic feritic 

mass, with graphite 

nodules 

Rail wagon grease 

boxes 

2.2. Sample processing method  122 

The OL 37 and OL 44 steel samples have been subjected to tensile tests. Due to their chemical 123 
composition and microstructure, these types of steel break with a ductile fracture at a testing 124 
temperature of 20°C. 125 

Tensile tests have also been carried out, also at 20°C, on the EN-GJL-250 cast iron sample, as 126 
well as on the Sn-Sb-Cu antifriction alloy sample until each of them broke. Due to their chemical 127 
compositions and microstructures, at this testing temperature the fracture of these materials is 128 
always brittle. The OLC 45 steel sample underwent an impact test using a pendulum at -20°C, in 129 
order to trigger a brittle fracture of this type of steel.  130 
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After the testing of the above samples, parts with a 5 mm height and a 10 mm diameter, 131 
containing the fracture surface have been examined using both OCT and SEM, the latter for the 132 
validation of results obtained using OCT images. 133 

T10NiCr180 stainless steel (sample with a 15 x 5 mm area in the fracture zone) has been 134 
subjected to an asymmetric tensile-compression loading cycle with a strain ratio R=0.1, at a strain 135 
amplitude of 101.25 N/mm2, for 728,720 cycles to failure, resulting in fatigue fracture.  136 

No metal coating and no other processing of the metallic samples has been made む for both 137 
methods む but the lateral margins of the samples have been marked in order to be able to capture the 138 
same zone with both OCT and SEM. 139 

2.3. Imaging methods 140 

The surface topography and microstructures have been analyzed using an in-house developed 141 

MS powered SS-OCT system [23]. In a first configuration, the telecentric scanning lens MO (please 142 

see Fig. 1) was chosen in such a way that the measured transversal resolution was ｱｰやょm, and the 143 

second one, an improved, 4 ょmやresolution. The resolution in the SEM images was 4 nm. 144 

A detailed schematic diagram of the SS-OCT imaging instrument is presented in Fig. 1(a), while 145 

in Fig. 1(b) the raw images obtained are shown. 146 

(a)  147 
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 148 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the MS/SS-OCT system. SS, swept source; DC1, 20/80 single mode directional 149 
coupler; DC2, 50/50 single mode directional coupler; GXY, two-dimensional lateral scanning head 150 

(galvanometer-based); L1 to L3, achromatic lenses; MO: telecentric scanning lens PD, photodetector; M1 and 151 
M2, flat mirrors; TS, translation stage. (b) OCT images provided by the instrument, with: a confocal image 152 

(lower part, left) to image the exact selected area on the xy surface of the sample; two B-scans (cross-sectional 153 
images), an xz and an yz one (where the z axis is the in-depth one, perpendicular on the surface of the sample), 154 

taken on the positions marked in red in the confocal image; nine xy C-scans/en face images, taken each at a 155 
constant depth in the topography of the sample surface, between the dotted lines marked in the B-scans. All 156 

OCT images are presented simultaneously to the user. 157 

As optical source, a swept source laser (SS, Axsun Technologies, Billerica, Massachusetts), with 158 

a central wavelength at 1060 nm, sweeping range 106 nm (quoted at 10 dB), and a 100 kHz line rate is 159 

used. This allows an axial resolution measured in air of around 10 ょm. The interferometer 160 

configuration uses two single-mode directional couplers, DC1 and DC2. DC1 has a ratio of 20 ∕80, 161 

whilst DC2 is a balanced splitter, 50∕50. DC2 feeds a balance detection receiver (Thorlabs, Newton, 162 

NJ, model PDB460C). 20% of the SS power is conveyed toward the object arm via lens L1 (focal 163 

length 15 mm), which collimates the beam toward a pair of orthogonal galvanometer scanners GXY 164 

(Cambridge Technology, Bedford, Massachusetts, model 6115), which are driven with a scan 165 

frequency of 66.7 Hz for the fast axis and 0.044 Hz for the slow axis. The scanning steps have been 166 

determined by the area of the investigated surface and by the required resolution; for example for an 167 

area of 1.5 x 1.5 mm2 and a lateral resolution ofやｱｰやょm, 1500 lines have to be considered for the slow 168 

scan む when using B-scans/cross-sections to achieve OCT images. The scanners are followed by an 169 

interface optics made from a telecentric scanning lens, MO which finally determines the lateral 170 

xy confocal image 

yz B-scan 

xz B-scan 

xy C-scans / en face images 

(b) 
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resolution in the en-face images. Two situations were considered. In a first case, MO was chosen in 171 

such a way that the lateral resolution across the en-face image was around 10 ょm, while for a second 172 

case a shorter focal length lens was chosen which determined a lateral resolution of around 4 ょm 173 

across the image. The power on the sample in both situations is around 2.2 mW. At the other output 174 

of DC1, 80% of the SS power is directed toward the reference arm of the interferometer, equipped 175 

with two flat mirrors, M1 and M2, placed on a translation stage, TS, to adjust the optical path 176 

difference (OPD). Collimating lenses L1, L2 and L3 are identical. The signal from the balanced 177 

receiver is digitized by D (Alazartech, Quebec, Canada, model ATS9350, 500 MB∕s). Trigger signals 178 

from the SS (TS) and from the galvanometer scanners (Tx and Ty) are used to synchronize the 179 

acquisition allowing for the production of the volumetric data-sets. The acquired channeled spectra 180 

CS (OPD) were manipulated via a program implemented in LabVIEW 2016, 64 bit, deployed on a PC 181 

equipped with an Intel I7-5960X @ 3.0 GHz octacore processor (2 logical cores per physical core) and 182 

16 GB of RAM. 183 

 184 

 185 

Fig. 2 FEI Quanta 250 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) utilized in the investigations, with a metallic 186 

sample positioned in its holder. 187 
 188 

The SEM analysis has been carried out using a high vacuum FEI Quanta 250 system (Fig. 2) and 189 

a secondary EverhardむThomley electron detector. Different working parameters of the system, 190 

including the working distance (WD) and the pressure (Pa) are provided in the study for each SEM 191 

image. 192 

The different metallic samples have been inserted in the SEM and each of them has been 193 

examined at two different magnitudes. All samples have been mounted on a copper conductive 194 

holder stub, by using carbon wafers with adhesive on both sides; their alignment provides the 195 

reduction of the tilting inside the SEM. Each mounting of samples has been done using a binocular 196 

microscope, thus assuring the exposure of the investigated area to the scanning electron beam.  197 

3. Results and discussion 198 

3.1. Ductile fractures  199 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the fracture surfaces of low carbon steel samples OL 37 and OL 44. 200 

These types of steel have been chosen because they are subjected to ductile (or shearing) fracturing at 201 

the testing temperature of 20°C, which is produced inside the crystal grains in sliding planes with 202 
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maximum atom density. The fracture crack propagates along the maximum tangential stress of the 203 

load applied; such a crack moves under a 45° angle from the tensile stress applied. 204 

Figures 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a) show the overall images of the OL 37 and OL 44 ductile fractured 205 

samples. It can be noticed that all samples have cup-type shapes that are characteristic for ductile 206 

fractures. Figures 3(b) and 4(b) show the fracture images of the OL 37 and OL 44 steel, generated 207 

using SEM. It can be remarked that all grains broke in a transgranular manner. As the grains have 208 

different orientations against the applied load it can be however noticed that only few grains were 209 

broken under the characteristic 45° angle from the tensile stress applied; this remark is valid for the 210 

surface grains that we have investigated, as OCT cannot penetrate metallic (reflective) materials, 211 

therefore no volume investigations can be made. Figures 3(c), 4(c) and 5(b) show the images of the 212 

broken surfaces of OL 37 and OL 44, generated using OCT. In order to demonstrate that the OCT 213 

images are similar to those generated using SEM, several surface grains have been numbered on the 214 

corresponding images of both investigations. 215 

As in Figs. 3 and 4 the OCT investigations have been performed with the OCT instrument 216 

working in a low ｱｰやょmやresolution mode, we have explored in Fig. 5 the same sample as in Fig. 4 217 

(i.e., a low carbon steel OL 44), but this time with an MS/SS-OCT in an improved 4 ょmやresolution 218 

mode. It can be seen that the latter system gives much clearer images of the broken surfaces; thus, 219 

Fig 5(b) shows much better images of the broken ductile grains; in contrast, the assessment of the 220 

ductile fracture type using the 10 ょmや transversal resolution OCT system in Figs. 3 and 4 is more 221 

difficult to perform due to the small dimensions of the grains on the metallic surfaces.  222 

A quantitative assessment can also be performed on the topography obtained, regarding the 223 

dimensions of the grains on the SEM and OCT images. As the OCT instrument is capable of 224 

producing volumetric reconstructions of the sample under investigation, via software manipulation, 225 

such as ImageJ [37], the volumetric image can be rotated and tilted in order to make such 226 

assessments in a more precise way. Thus, from Fig. 4(b), the width and height of grain 1, for 227 

example, can be evaluated using SEM as equal to 0.22 mm and 0.18 mm, respectively. From Fig. 4(c), 228 

these dimensions can be evaluated using OCT as equal to 0.18 mm and 0.20 mm, respectively. A 229 

similar assessment can be done from Fig. 5(b) and (c). From the former, the width and height of grain 230 

5, for example, can be evaluated using SEM as equal to 0.24 mm and 0.34 mm, respectively; from the 231 

latter these dimensions can be evaluated using OCT as equal to 0.22 mm and 0.31 mm, respectively. 232 

A good agreement can be seen regarding the above values, although those measured from OCT 233 

images are the exact ones, because SEM images cannot be rotated and tilted in order to obtain a 234 

lateral view of the grains. Also, using SEM only some grains can be measured, while using OCT this 235 

can be done for any grain. 236 
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(a)  (b)  237 

(c)  238 

Fig. 3 Images of a fracture in OL 37 steel: (a) frontal SEM overview of the entire sample, with an area selected for 239 

SEM and OCT imaging; (b) SEM image of the marked area; (c) OCT image of the same area, with a ｱｰやょm 240 

transversal resolution, with the same grains as in (b) numbered on the surface. 241 

(a)   (b)  242 

The scanned area 

7 6 5 

8 4 2 

3 1  

The scanned area 

 

7 5 3 

1 2 4 6  

4 1 2 5 6 7 8 3 

1 mm 
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(c)  243 

Fig. 4 Images of a fracture in OL 44 steel: (a) frontal SEM overview of the entire sample, with an area selected for 244 

SEM and OCT imaging; (b) SEM image of the marked area; (c) OCT image of the same area (withやaやｱｰやょm 245 

transversal resolution), with the same grains as in (b) numbered on the surface む also presented in [36]. 246 

(a)  247 

 248 

(b)  249 

Fig. 5 Images of a fracture in OL 44 steel: (a) frontal SEM overview of the entire sample, with a marked area for 250 

the OCT investigation; (b) OCT image (1.5 x 1.5 mm) obtained with the novel MS/SS-OCT system - with an 251 

improved, ｴやょm transversal resolution - with the same grains as in (a) numbered on the surface after a 5x 252 

magnification of the area of interest. 253 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

1 mm 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Area 

scanned 

using OCT 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 mm 
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3.2. Brittle fractures  254 

Figure 6 shows the image of the fractured surface of lamellar cast iron EN-GJL 250 む for a 10 mm 255 

diameter sample. 256 

(a)   (b)  257 

(c)  258 

Fig. 6 Images of a fracture in a lamellar cast iron ENむGJL 250: (a) frontal SEM overview of the entire sample, 259 

with a marked area for the OCT investigation; (b) SEM image of the selected area shown in (a); (c) OCT image of 260 

the same area with a 10 ょmやtransversal resolution, with the same grains as in (b) numbered on the surface. 261 
Figures 6(a) and (b) show the overview of the cast iron sample generated using SEM. It can be 262 

noticed that the sample broke without elongation, which is a characteristic feature of a brittle 263 

fracture. The area where the OCT analysis was performed has been marked on both images (on the 264 

lateral part of the probe, in order to obtain the same image with both methods) and several grains 265 

have been numbered in order to evaluate OCT versus SEM. Note that specifically grains were 266 

selected, that were also seen on the SEM images with a broken tip and with the remaining surface 267 

perpendicular on the direction of the applied force. Further note that we used SEM analysis in the 268 

present study, and not optical metallographic microscopy, therefore no polishing/etching of the cast 269 

iron sample was made. 270 

Figure 6(c) shows the image of this selected surface of the fracture generated using OCT. The 271 

grains generated using both methods (i.e., SEM and OCT) can be identified on the corresponding 272 

images, Fig. 6(b) and (c), respectively. Both images show that grains 1, 2, and 3 broke in a 273 

The scanned area 

 

2 1 3  

2 1 

3 

 

1 mm 
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transgranular manner (with their surface perpendicular on the direction of the applied force), which 274 

also proves that the fracture was brittle. In general brittle fractures are achieved by cleavage; they 275 

consist of a breakdown of atomic bonds between atoms placed on two adjacent planes that are 276 

perpendicular to the direction in which the normal tensile load was applied. However, cleavage 277 

fracture is not visible on the magnification scale used. 278 

(a)  (b)  279 

(c)  280 

Fig. 7. Images of a fracture in a Sn-Sb-Cu antifriction alloy: (a) frontal SEM overview of the entire sample, with a 281 

marked area for the OCT investigation; (b) SEM image of the selected area; (c) OCT image of the same area with 282 

a 10 ょmやtransversal resolution, with the same grains as in (b) numbered on the surface.  283 

 284 

 The scanned area 5 4 3 2 1  

5 4 3 2 1 
 

1 mm 
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(a)  285 

(b)  286 

(c)  287 
Fig. 8 Images of a fracture in a Sn-Sb-Cu antifriction alloy: (a, b) frontal SEM overview of the entire sample, 288 

the latter with a zoom to mark the area for OCT imaging; (c) OCT image (1 x 1.5 mm) of the selected area, 289 
obtained with the MS/SS-OCT system - with the improved ｴやょmやtransversal resolution. 290 
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 291 
Figure 7 shows the image of the fractured surface of a Sn-Sb-Cu antifriction alloy む also for a 292 

sample with a 10 mm diameter. Figures 7(a) and (b) show an overview of the sample - generated 293 

using SEM. Figure 7(a) shows that, as in the previous case, the sample broke without elongation, 294 

which is a characteristic feature of a brittle fracture. The area where the OCT analysis was performed 295 

has been marked on both images and some grains have been numbered in order to evaluate the OCT 296 

3Dvolumetric image versus the SEM one. Figure 7(c) shows the image of the fracture surface 297 

generated using OCT; the grains imaged using SEM in Fig. 7(b) can be identified in Fig. 7(c), as well. 298 

On both images, one can remark that, as in the previous case, the grains broke in a transgranular 299 

manner, perpendicular with regard to the direction of the applied force, which also proves that this 300 

fracture was brittle.  301 

Figure 8 shows the image of the same fractured surface of the Sn-Sb-Cu antifriction alloy as in 302 

Fig. 7 む but with the MS/SS-OCT system with the improved 4 ょmやresolution. Figure 8(a) shows the 303 

overview of the same sample as in Fig. 7, but with another area than in Fig. 7(b) selected further on in 304 

Fig. 8(b) for OCT. On the whole, the same conclusions as in Figs. 7(a) and (b) have been obtained in 305 

Figs. 8(a) and (b), respectively: the sample broke without elongation and the grains broke in a 306 

transgranular manner, perpendicular to the direction of the applied force. Both are characteristic 307 

features of brittle fractures. The advantage of using this OCT system with an improved ｴや ょmや308 

resolution can be concluded from this case as well, as the broken grains are seen much clearer in Fig. 309 

8(c); this figure looks apparently similar to Fig. 5(c), but in the former one can see that all grains have 310 

been broken perpendicular to the applied force, while in the latter one can distinguish grains 3 and 6 311 

broken at 45° with regard to the direction of the applied force. A clear advantage of OCT with regard 312 

to SEM can also be concluded from this comparison: the volumetric OCT image can be rotated and 313 

tilted in all directions (while the SEM image cannot be manipulated), therefore other grains can be 314 

noticed on the OCT image, and the surface angles of their peaks can be determined. The granular 315 

fracture surface is plane and perpendicular to the direction in which the tensile stress was applied. 316 

However, due to the fact that in polycrystalline materials cleavage planes in each grain are not 317 

always perpendicular to the direction of force (grain axes are differently oriented), at microscopic 318 

scale fracture surfaces are not perfectly plane, except for the grain surface. 319 

 320 
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(b)  322 

Fig. 9 Images of a fracture in an OLC 45 steel: (a) SEM overview of the entire sample, with the marked area for 323 

OCT imaging; (b) OCT image of the selected area, obtained with the MS/SS-OCT system with the improved 4 たm 324 

transversal resolution, with several grains numbered on the surface. 325 
 326 

Figure 9(a) shows the SEM overview of an OLC 45 steel sample which underwent an impact test 327 

using a pendulum, with an impact energy of 8 J. This test carried on at -20°C triggers a brittle 328 

fracture of the steel sample. The 1.5 x 1.5 mm area selected and analyzed further on using OCT is 329 

outlined on this image; Fig. 9(b) shows the image of the fracture surfaces generated using the the 330 

improved ｴやょmやresolution of the MS/SS-OCT system. One can see that the grains broke in a brittle 331 

manner; for example grains 3, 4, and 5 broke perpendicular to the direction in which the normal 332 

tensile stress/ load was applied む through the grains (fiery aspect), while the grains 1 and 2 broke at 333 

the boundaries of the crystal grains (fiber aspect). These characteristic details can only be seen using 334 

the ｴやょmやresolution MS/SS-OCT system, therefore the 10 ょmやresolution OCT system was not used in 335 

this case anymore.  336 

Another capability (and thus, advantage) of OCT can be also seen from such an image: thus, 337 

using ImageJ, the program used to generate volumetric OCT images from stacks of en-face OCT 338 

images in MS/SS-OCT (or of B-scans/cross-sections in SS-OCT), one can perform other quantitative 339 

evaluations of the surface topography, obtaining for example the number of grains per surface unit. 340 

An issue in such an evaluation is that, by rotating volumetric images, different grains can be seen, 341 

while others may become hidden; therefore, an optimal view has to be determined using ImageJ. 342 

Thus, in Fig. 9(b), 30 grains can be obtained on the 1 x 1.5 mm surface investigated with OCT.   343 

3.3. Fatigue fractures  344 

Figure 10(a) shows the image of the fractured surface of a T10NiCr180 stainless steel sample. 345 

This sample was subjected to the testing conditions specified in Section 2.2, resulting in fatigue 346 

fracture, which occurs when metallic materials are subjected to variable loads and high amplitudes. 347 

As pointed out in the Introduction, more than 90% of failures occurring under working conditions 348 

are due to fatigue. 349 

Three areas can be remarked for fatigue fractures at a microstructure level: the crack initiation 350 

area (for which the crack propagates in a ductile manner expanding over several grains); the fatigue 351 

fracture area (which displays fatigue lines called streaks), where the fracture crack passes through 352 
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the grains and displays a fiery aspect at macroscopic level; the final fracture, which can be brittle or 353 

ductile, displaying a granulose aspect at a macroscopic level. In Fig. 10 two of these different areas 354 

can be seen on the sample: thus, the fine grain area has been clearly broken by fatigue, while the 355 

coarse granulation area is specific to a brittle fracture. 356 

Figure 10(a) shows the image of the fracture surface generated using SEM, while Fig. 10(b) 357 

shows the image of the selected area generated using OCT. In the latter one can see that all the grains 358 

broke brittle. For example, the grains 1, 2, and 3 broke perpendicular to the direction in which the 359 

normal tensile stress was applied, and the grains 4, 5, and 6 broke at the crystal grains boundaries. If 360 

there is no breakage due to fatigue because of the chemical composition and microstructure, this 361 

steel normally breaks ductile. In this specific case, the OCT analysis of this surface certified that the 362 

breakage of the steel was brittle. 363 

A dimensional evaluation can also be done using OCT in Fig. 10, regarding the transition/step 364 

from the fatigue to the brittle area. To our knowledge, such an evaluation cannot be performed using 365 

SEM. Using the lateral OCT view in Fig. 10(c), we have evaluated this step to 0.3 mm, result that is in 366 

good accordance with the physical reality.  367 

A limitation of the OCT technique is the fact that it lacks the ability to point out 368 

micro-inclusions, while SEM is able to do that. Because metallic materials are highly-reflective, these 369 

micro-inclusions appear practically transparent in the OCT image, due to the strong back-scattered 370 

signal received from the sample. 371 
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(b)  373 

(c)  374 

Fig. 10 Images of a fracture in a T10NiCr180 stainless steel sample: (a) SEM overview of the entire sample, with 375 

the selected area for OCT imaging; (b) OCT image of the selected area, obtained with the improved MS/SS-OCT 376 

system - with a ｱｰやょmやlateral resolution; (c) OCT image of the step from the fatigue area to the one of the brittle 377 

fracture. 378 

4. Conclusions 379 

1) The images obtained show the fracture surfaces for several types of metallic materials, some 380 

that broke in a ductile manner, others in a brittle manner, and one subjected to a fatigue fracture. 381 

These images were generated using two types of technologies: the gold standard in the field, SEM, as 382 

well as OCT, a method that, as far as the authors are aware, was employed for the first time to serve 383 

investigations of metallic fractures. 384 

2) Analyzing the images generated using SEM (with a 4 nm resolution) and the images 385 

generated using OCT (at 4 or 10 ょmやaxial resolution), it can be concluded that the assessment of the 386 

fracture type using OCT is compatible with that inferred using SEM. However, the ｱｰやょmやresolution 387 

(i.e., the 103 ょm3 voxel) is barely able to provide images from which the assessment can be 388 

completed. The higher resolution OCT instrument (i.e., with a 4 x 4 x 10 = 160 ょm3 voxel) has proven 389 

the most appropriate to assess the type of fracture and to study the grains on the metallic surface. A 390 

remark should be made in this respect: would an ultrahigh resolution OCT instrument be useful for 391 

such an analysis? With further improvements, a voxel for such an instrument can be made as small 392 

as 1 ょm3 む with a different wavelength range, an increased complexity む and a corresponding higher 393 

cost - of the OCT system. The answer is that for the analysis presented in this study such an 394 

improved OCT instrument is not necessary; it would be however useful in the assessment of 395 
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cleavage (that cannot be discriminated withやaやｴやょmやresolution╇や forやexample《╇やasやwellやasや in fatigue 396 

structures, the latter in order to image its grains on the surface む an investigation that can nowadays 397 

be made only using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM); the latter has a much too small field-of-view 398 

(and much higher costs than OCT instruments), so a development of such an ultrahigh resolution 399 

OCT instrument would be useful, but only for such investigations, not for ductile or brittle fractures 400 

(or for this type of fractures in the fatigue areas of metallic parts). Another important direction of 401 

work in this respect refers to Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) that occurs at high amplitudes and low 402 

frequencies; such testing conditions correspond to failures that occur during earthquakes, for 403 

example. 404 

3) The present study thus demonstrates that OCT can replace SEM in the analysis of metallic 405 

surfaces broken in a ductile or brittle manner, but also in the analysis of fatigue fractures; it has also 406 

helped to point towards the necessary resolution of an OCT system that should be used for such 407 

investigations. A distinct advantage of OCT over SEM refers to the fact that volumetric OCT images 408 

can be rotated and tilted in all directions (while SEM images cannot be manipulated), therefore 409 

different grains can be noticed on OCT images, and their widths, heights, as well as surface angles of 410 

their peaks can be determined. Also, aspects like the dimensions of the steps in fatigue fractures can 411 

be determined using OCT む in contrast to SEM, that cannot achieve this. 412 

4) Advantages of OCT with regard to SEM also include a lower cost, the fact that it does not 413 

require highly-trained operators, and the fact that it is not necessarily a lab-based technique. The 414 

former aspect has not been exploited in the present study; it is subject of future work to perform in 415 

situ investigations, of different damaged parts, made of different materials (including light alloys), 416 

using an OCT mobile unit and handheld scanning probes that we have been developing [21, 22] む 417 

including for forensic assessments. 418 
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